
Paph Paradise Fall 2021 Flask List

Species Pod Pollen Comments price

Paph hirsutissimum Lehua's JEM II' AM/AOS x self

A fantastic example of this spring blooming 

species. Huge, distinctive flowers on tal stems. This 

species forms amazing specimen plants that are 

very easy to maintain. SALE PRICE…LIMITED! $99.00

Paph philippinense Paph Paradise' Syrah'

This is a sibling cross of two of the best examples of 

this species that we have ever seen. The 'Paph 

Paradise' clone is truly amazing, with outstanding 

form and color. Sorry we didn't get a better photo 

of this one. 'Syrah' has absolutley incredible color. 

This cross will produce stunning flowers. We are 

only releasing a few flasks as we want to grow 

most of these out ourselves. It simply doesn't get 

any better than this...not to be missed! $175.00

Paph henryanum Beaujolais' Richard'

Beaujolais' was the first seedling to bloom from a 

cross we made several years ago. It is vigorous and 

has fantastic color, with extra spots through the 

petals. 'Richard' grows like a weed and has 

enormous flowers with great form. This outcross 

should have excellent vigor and top notch flower 

quality. We recently started blooming out another 

cross made with 'Richard' and the results have 

been stunning. $150.00

Species

Some itmes are limited and orders will be filled on a first come, first served basis.

Send orders or any questions to us at paphparadise@gmail.com or call us at 209-727-5265

Quantity discounts available, contact us for details.

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT
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Paph barbatum v nigritum

This is a very cute species, that can produce a 

specimen plant in a 3" pot. These should bloom in 

18 months from flask in good conditions. We 

seldom do 'selfings' as we prefer selective line 

breeding or outcrosses. However, sometimes a 

plant has unique characteristics that we want to 

refine. In this case we have a distictive, colorful 

individual with more bright green than usual. This 

should be very interesting! $125.00

Hybrids
Hybrid Pod Pollen Comments price

Paph Michael Koopowitz philippinense  'Paph Paradise' sanderianum ' Paph Paradise'

We have remade this classic hybrid between the 

two long petaled multifloral species. Our Paph 

philippinense  is one of the finest examples we 

have seen...potentially an FCC. Paph sanderianum 

'Paph Paradise' has fantastic color and had petals 

close to 70 cm long on its first bloom. These should 

be exceptionally colorful Michael Koops. We 

expect many awards to come from this cross.  $150.00
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Paph Johanna Burkhardt rothschildianum ' Blackout' anitum

One of the most spectacular multifloral hybrids. 

The flowers have to be seen in person to fully 

appreciate the intense colors. This remake is done 

with a very dark roth, so we sould see some very 

dark flowers here. $150.00

Paph Anita Baby philippinense ' JEM' AM'AOS

Anita Baby is (Hsinying Anita x rothschildianum ). 

The dark color from Paph anitum comes through, 

and the roth provides good size and form. Crossing 

to Paph philippinense will increase the flower 

count and give long petals. 'JEM' is a proven 

breeder, that imparts vigor and also produces high 

quality offspring. These are already showing vigor, 

as the flasks came back from the lab 11 months 

after the pod went in...very fast for multiflorals.  $150.00

Paph Jacob's Dream Jacqueline's Sprin Moon 'Viognier'

Jacob's Dream is 62% venustum , with sukhakulii 

and mastersianum  making up the balance. The 

result was some true yellow color in many of the 

progeny (sorry about the spray damage in the 

photo). Crossing this to our largest and fullest 

green and white should help get some size and 

form, and hopefully we will capture some bright 

yellows. An interesting next step in breeding for 

new colors in Maudiae type Paphs. ***Limited*** $150.00
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Paphiopedilum Petula's Sensation 'Tannat' barbatum v nigritum

Paph Petula's Sensation 'Tannat' is our darkest and 

most impressive clone. Crossed to the diminutive 

species Paphbarbatum v nigritum we will get 

plants that will mature and flower in a 2.25" pot. 

These should flower in less than 18 months if 

grown well. We expect 100% vinicolors from this 

cross and perhaps some solid black petals will 

show up as well. $150.00

Paphiopedilum Delightfully Venus 'Cab Franc' Urban Vogue 'Beaujolais'

Two very vigorous hybrids meet here. Delightfully 

Venus is 50% venustum, which makes it very 

colorful. Urban Vogue will provide a strong, tall 

stem and should help maintan excellent color in 

the petals. Great potential here. ***Very 

limited*** $125.00

Paph Gloria Naugle rothschildianum 'Blackout' micranthum 'Helen' AM/AOS

The best way to get a really good Gloria Naugle is 

to bloom out a bunch for yourself! An amazingly 

dark roth crossed to one of the finest micranthum . 

A can't miss remake of a hybrid that  sells out for 

us as fast as we can produce them. We will only 

release a few flasks as we want to grow most of 

these out ourselves. $150.00




